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ABSTRACT
In addition to radio navigation, optical navigation has been used successfully in deep-space missions since the launch of
the Voyager spacecraft, in the 1970s. In the 1990s, the NASA’s Deep Space-1 mission successfully tested an autonomous optical
navigation system which allowed great reduction in mission costs, and maximized scientific results. The ASTER mission, the first
Brazilian deep space mission, shall count on the support of optical navigation for all its phases. The platform of the probe is the
Russian Pilgrim spacecraft developed by the Russian Space Research Institute for the Finnish-Russian mission to Mars (MetNet).
As such, besides the scientific camera on board (which may also be used for navigation purposes), the probe will also dispose of a
navigation camera (NAVCAM). This study is related to the formulation of a general proposal of optical navigation, that can be used
in the ASTER mission, which takes into account the equipment available on board, especially the NAVCAM, along with tracking
software suitable for the conduction of optical navigation. The description of an appropriate navigation algorithm together with
its successful application to simulated and real images (from NASA’s New Horizons mission) is carried out.
Keywords: Autonomous Space Navigation; Optical navigation; Deep Space mission ASTER; Asteroid 2001-SN263.

INTRODUCTION
Planetary navigation as performed today includes radio navigation, conventional optical navigation and autonomous optical
navigation, the latter encompassing different methods and approaches applied to the multiple phases of a deep space mission.
In the next lines, a brief introduction to the methods applied to the navigation of spacecraft in deep space is presented.

Deep Space Navigation of Spacecraft
Deep space missions involve enormous distances (of the order of astronomical units; 1 AU ≈ 150 million km). The navigation
is performed mainly using standard radio navigation techniques. These are used for orbit determination and trajectory prediction.
To make it possible, a network of deep space antennas, as the ESTRACK of the European Space Agency (ESA), is required as part
of the ground structure of the mission. In conjunction with radio navigation, optical navigation is also used for the determination of
orbits and trajectories calculation. The images taken by the on-board camera during approach phases with solar system bodies (planets,
moons, asteroids and others), containing these images against the background of stars, are processed and directional vectors are
calculated. This information, combined with standard radio navigation data, enables orbit determination and trajectory calculation.
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In the conventional approach, the calculations are made on the ground and the corrections and maneuvers to be performed
are transmitted to the ship, where they are performed. ESA (2014) shows a series of navigation images of Comet 67P/ChuryumovGerasimenko against the background of stars, as seen by Rosetta’s NAVCAM on June 03, 2014. The information extracted from
such images is usually fed into the orbital determination process to confirm the location of the Comet and to help refine the
trajectory of the spacecraft during the approach.
Autonomous optical navigation occurs when acquired images are processed on board, in real time, for the extraction of
information to be used in the autonomous navigation of the spacecraft. In the case of missions in deep space, with the huge
distances involved, the need for autonomy in navigation is very important for the success of the missions, mainly in the stages
where fast navigation solutions need to be found and implemented. This is the case of missions where there is one or more
upcoming encounters (rendezvous). Additionally, as the mission operations segment represents a significant part of the cost of the
mission, the space agencies have included autonomy explicitly in the guidelines for deep space missions with the clear purpose
of reducing total costs.
The Deep Space Mission ASTER (Macau et al. 2011; Sukhanov et al. 2010) is a Russian-Brazilian cooperation for the
investigation of the near Earth (triple) asteroid 2001 SN263. The probe for the mission is based on the Russian Pilgrim spacecraft,
developed by the Russian Space Research Institute for the Finnish-Russian Mission to Mars, MetNet. This spacecraft uses solar
electric propulsion and the ASTER mission intends to test electric thrusters developed in Brazil. The scientific instrumentation
will collect data for approximately 6 months, and the main scientific objectives include determining the size, mass, volume, gravity
field and rotations of the bodies in the triple system, in conjunction with the identification of the composition, morphology and
topography of the surface of each body. An investigation of the system dynamics is scheduled in order to obtain system formation
evidences. According to Brum et al. (2021), the nearest launch opportunities include June 2022 (with insertion into heliocentric
orbit in February 2023, arrival in December 2024, and end of investigations in April 2025), and June 2025 (with insertion into
heliocentric orbit in February 2026, arrival in September 2027, and end of investigations in January 2028).
The knowledge base about this asteroid dates back to 2001, the year of its discovery (by the Lincoln Near-Earth Asteroid
Research, LINEAR). However, only in 2008 it was revealed that the asteroid was in fact a triple system. More recent information
about the system can be obtained in the works of Becker et al. (2015), Winter et al. (2020). The most complete set of updated
data on this system is found at the Small-Body Database Browser (NASA 2020). There is also a Wiki page dedicated to general
information about this triple asteroid system (Wikipedia 2020). Figure 1 illustrates (artistically) the system together with some
known data about it.

Source: Jones et al. 2011.

Figure 1. Artistic illustration of the triple asteroid system 2001-SN263.
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As a low-budget mission, the use of autonomous navigation is clearly mandatory. In this case, the use of autonomous optical
navigation for supplementary navigation is a good option and, as a minimum requirement, Ephemerides estimation. A navigation
system of the type required in similar missions has been tested with success on Deep Space-1 Mission (along with the Deep
Impact mission; Cangahuala et al. 2012). Since then, many other missions used autonomous navigation systems. As examples,
the Hayabusa 1 and 2 missions (Tsuda et al. 2013; Uo et al. 2006), and the ESA/Rosetta space mission (2014). For this reason,
it is appropriate to devote efforts to the development of a kind of autonomy similar to those made available for these missions,
starting with a simpler version.
Although the complete project aims at the creation of software to navigate the probe in all phases of the deep space mission
(cruise, encounter, approach, proximity and touchdown), the present study was done with the intention of presenting a proposal
of an autonomous optical navigation software to be tested in the first phase of ASTER mission (cruise, when the spacecraft is in
the heliocentric transfer orbit).
In general terms, a proposal for similar space missions has already been presented earlier by Brum et al. (2013b). This work
puts forward that proposal, from the discussion of the details of the adequate type of optical navigation for the first phase of the
mission, cruise, taking into consideration the instrumentation expected to be available onboard, and existing techniques that can
be used for this purpose. Other mission phases shall be the subject of other works.

FOUNDATIONS OF CONVENTIONAL OPTICAL NAVIGATION
ESA (2014) shows many examples of the sort of image used for this purpose. Basically, almost all the proposed techniques make
use of the angles measured between two solar system bodies (planets, moons, asteroids, bodies with well-known ephemeris) and
two or more stars to determine the vehicle position (Scull 1966). An example of this situation is shown in Fig. 2, along with the
related geometry. In Fig. 2a, the angle between star 1, S1, and planet A localizes the probe on a cone with origin in A, axis in
the direction of S1, with semiangle α1; similarly, the angle between star 2 and planet A localizes the probe on a cone with origin
in A, axis in the direction of S2, with semi angle α2. The two cones with origin in A intersect in two lines, one of which contains
→
the spacecraft position. Suppose this straight line is l1, which passes by the spacecraft position and has its direction given by L 1,
that can be calculated as show in Eq. 1.
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Source: (a) Adapted from Scull (1966); (b) Adapted from Ning et al. (2013).

Figure 2. (a) Conventional optical navigation scheme; (b) Geometry of a specific case

of optical navigation with 2 planets and 3 stars in the camera FOV.
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→
^
L 1 = ρ1L1; ρ1 is the distance spacecraft-target Planet A

(1)

The procedure described is reapplied to planet B. This way, another line passing by B and the spacecraft is determined.
The intersection of these two lines determines the vehicle position.
The ambiguity related to the two lines can be resolved using sparse knowledge about the vehicle position or, also and
when available, from the use of the image of a third star, S3, with semiangle α3. The equations for this specific case are
presented below.
^ ^
S 1*L1 = cos(α1)(2)
^ ^
S 2*L1 = cos(α2)(3)
^ ^
S 3*L1 = cos(α3)(4)
^ ^
^
Where S1, S2 and S3 are the sighting directions of the three identified stars, given by the star catalogue.
^
Solving this system of equations, one determines L1, the direction vector of line l1, which is common to the three cones, passes by
planet A, and follows toward the spacecraft. Equations 2–4 compose a system of equations to be solved. The process is repeated for
^
^
^
planet B identifying L2, the vector connecting planet B to the probe. Thus, L1 and L2 are determined as the versors of lines l1 and l2,
which pass through the spacecraft and planets A and B, respectively, whose intersection mark the vehicle position. To determine
vehicle position, however, one needs to calculate the distance value between the spacecraft and a planet, given by the scalar ρ, as in
Eq. 1. Figure 2b shows the geometry of this situation. The heliocentric equatorial inertial system (J2000) is taken for obtaining the
→
→
^
^
ephemerides of the planets, R 1 and R 2, and star directions, S1 and S2.
Equations 5a and 5b follow from Fig. 2b. The solution of Eq. 5b provides the values of ρ1 e ρ2, distances from the vehicle to
the planets A and B, respectively. With the value of ρ1 or ρ2, from Eq. 5a, one can obtain the heliocentric position of the vehicle.
Equation 5b is resolved by forming a system of three linear equations where ρ1 e ρ2 are the unknowns. The solution of this system
requires that the best pair (ρ1, ρ2) which satisfies the system is identified. A method should be used for this solution (in this work,
the least squares method was used). Once calculated those parameters, Eq. 5a offers the vehicle position, as determined with the
use of this method, together with an estimate of the error made.
→ →
^ →
^
r = R 1 + ρ1 L1 = R 2 + ρ2 L2(5a)
^
^ → →
ρ1 L1 – ρ2 L2 = R 2 – R 1(5b)
The algorithm created for this research uses the heliocentric equatorial inertial position (or geocentric; J2000) of the
targets as input data and the greater or lesser accuracy of the result of its application depends directly on the accuracy of this
information which, therefore, should be available on board. Other dependencies exist with regard to the image processing
and extraction of information.
To determine the trajectory, the velocity also needs to be calculated. Its direct measurement, with use of stellar spectral deviation
or from relativistic methods, does not result in sufficiently precise values (± 100 m∙s–1) due to fluctuations and stars brightness
nonuniformity. The most suitable method seems to be the velocity calculation from two or more positions calculated in time.
The combination with the navigation data is used to improve the state estimate. A review of the foundation of orbits determination
with use of optical data is found in Bhaskaran et al. (1996). An application example of this methodology is presented in the next
items, with a view to the ASTER mission. As this work involves a NAVCAM (to be modeled), an explanation about its operation
and parameters is offered.
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PROPOSAL OF OPTICAL NAVIGATION FOR THE ASTER MISSION – PHASE 1: CRUISE
Currently, on-board cameras dedicated primarily to navigation are used. For example, the NAVCAM of the Rosetta spacecraft
was used during the mission to perform the maneuvers required for the passage by asteroids Steins and Lutetia and, additionally,
to the tracking of comet 67 p/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, the target of the mission (ESA 2014).
According to Macau et al. (2011), who present a list of the devices expected to compose the future probe (based on the Russian
spacecraft Pilgrim), the ASTER spacecraft shall count, among others, on a NAVCAM (narrow field of view [FOV]), a pair of star
sensors and a solar sensor, all fixed. Additionally, as part of the mission instrumentation, one scientific camera is expected to be
on board (it could eventually be used for navigation purposes), and a laser altimeter. Considering the availability of these devices,
a proposal of an optical navigation strategy is presented.
Initially, the proposal is linked to the NAVCAM, which has its imaging acquisition procedure modeled aiming at the extraction
of information useful for the vehicle navigation. Important to remark that it is not uncommon to find this camera with dual
function. In the case of the Rosetta mission, the device designed by Officine Galileo played a dual role, NAVCAM and Star tracker
sensor (Suetta et al. 1999).
The following paragraphs discuss some necessary developments for the testing of an optical navigation system during the
ASTER mission. The modeling and simulations that were carried out with a view to this possibility are also presented.

Identification/definition of the software to be used in the NAVCAM operation
Because of the similarity between their operations, the software commonly used in star sensors is considered as a starting
point for the developments to come. The algorithms involved are listed:
• Centroids calculation, related corrections, obtaining of corrected centroids and calculation of their respective directions (in
the body frame).
• Stars identification (Star ID software). The image processing provides a list of stars identified on the image obtained and
processed, along with their respective directions (versors in the body frame). In addition to these, other software for specific
use on optical navigation are needed and will be targeted for development.
• Target ID software – SIRA (capable of recognizing targets: planets, moons, asteroids, comets). This software is needed for
target identification and tracking. Its operation will provide useful information for (optical) navigation in the cruise phase.
The targets to be sought in the images are part of a list of targets previously selected for the specific mission. The simplest case
involves only the recognition of the triple asteroid mission target. However, the testing of the navigation software, suggested
to be conducted during the cruise phase, shall need a list with larger number of targets. In each case, the knowledge of the
vehicle attitude, as well as the vehicle and target positions (in the inertial frame), obtained from the available measurements
and with use of dynamic modeling, shall be essential for the correct pointing and taking of images by the NAVCAM, which
should occur in time intervals prescheduled for this activity. The acquired image processed by the Star ID software, shall be
also subject of processing by the Target ID software (SIRA), which should identify the specific target (or targets) sought in
it. The starting point for the development of the SIRA software is the Star ID software, usually present in autonomous star
trackers. The experience with the Autonomous Star Tracker (AST), developed by the Brazilian Institute of Space Research
(INPE), shall be useful (Brum et al. 2013a). A possibility to follow here is the creation of an additional operating mode in the
software developed for the AST. In this new mode, the target will be identified and tracked against the background of stars.
In this case, after the image is processed by both Star ID and SIRA, that is, once stars and target in the image were already
identified, a list will be created with their specific directions (directional vectors in the body frame) within the image under
analysis. This information will be used as input by the optical navigation algorithm.
• Orbit estimator with optical data algorithm (EODA). This algorithm receives the information described in the previous
paragraph and uses it to estimate the inertial position of the vehicle in the current path. To do so, it must perform the
calculations described in section 2 (see Fig. 3), studied and described earlier by Bhaskaran et al. (1996). The optical navigation
software described above should have its use compromised with increasing approach to the target. At a distance of about
50 km of the target asteroid Alpha, for example, the aperture angle of sight equals approximately 3.2°. In this case, the
J. Aerosp. Technol. Manag., São José dos Campos, v14, e0622, 2022
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centroid of the image of the target should be calculated, but errors in this case interfere with the quality of the obtained
navigation estimate. When the encounter occurs, D ≈ 50 km, the orbital maneuvers that take the vehicle to this stage of the
mission are applied, and the cruise phase of the mission ends. With it, the first phase of optical navigation discussed in this
paper also ends. After that, phase 2 of optical navigation begins, where the primary function will be the target tracking. At
this stage, the laser altimeter is already functional and available for use in the measurement of distances spacecraft-target.
(a)
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Source: Adapted from Fialho (2003).

Figure 3. Coordinate systems associated with the electronic array. (a) Non-normalized system of coordinates of the

electronic array; (b) Normalized electronic array reference system. Versor û indicates the sensor pointing direction.

NAVCAM Modeling
This geometric modeling involves camera parameters (number of pixels in the electronic array, FOV, focal length of the optical
system, and others). This modelling also involves the gaps inherent to the imaging process and corrections for these deviations
are made (as it occurs in star sensors). An example of image instrument modeling can be seen in Brum and Pilchowiski (1999).
Because of the similarity between the operations of a NAVCAM and of a star tracker, much of the experience gained in the
development of software for the latter will be useful in this study (Brum et al. 2013a). The modeling of an imaging system for a star
tracker, along with the identification of the main sources of errors and proposals of corrections for these are discussed in Fialho
(2003), Albuquerque (2005) and Albuquerque and Fialho (2005). The study by Albuquerque and Fialho (2005) on the existing
sources of errors in the autonomous star tracker in development at the Brazilian Institute of Spaces Research (INPE) is written in
Portuguese and constitutes an internal publication of the Aerospace Electronics Division: DEA-EO-005/05.
As a result of this modeling, starting from centroid coordinates of the objects present in the image taken, (xc, yc), the pointing
directions (versors) of each of these objects, in the camera system of coordinates (body frame), are obtained. The results of this
modeling are presented in the following paragraphs.

Sensor frame
Regarding the electronic sensor array, Fig. 3, the uvw system, fixed on the sensor body, has u-axis perpendicular to the matrix
plane, by its center, with positive pointing direction coincident with the off-camera direction; the v and w axes define a plane
parallel to the array electronics (w axis up).

Coordinate systems associated with the electronic array
Non-normalized coordinate system
In this system (Fig. 3a), the coordinates are represented in terms of pixels down and to the right, relative to the upper-left
corner of the image. Being the width of the image in pixels imgw, and the height in pixels imgh, xe varies from 0 to imgw and ye
J. Aerosp. Technol. Manag., São José dos Campos, v14, e0622, 2022
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varies from 0 to imgh. The coordinates of a generic point in this coordinate system are given by the ordered pair (xe, ye). As the
sensor works with subpixel accuracy (because of the algorithm that calculates centroids), both xe and ye can assume fractional
values. In this coordinate system, the center of the upper left pixel is (0.5; 0.5), and the center of the lower right pixel is (imgw-0.5;
imgh-0.5). This coordinate system is used in the early stages of image processing.

Normalized electronic array frame
Be Ŝ the versor that indicates the position of a star on the celestial sphere. Imagining a plane perpendicular to the axis of the sensor
at a unitary distance of the origin of the uvw frame, the extension of the versor Ŝ crosses this perpendicular plane at the position
(Sx΄, Sy΄), as illustrated in Fig. 3b. In this reference frame, the star coordinates, represented by versor Ŝ, are given by the ordered pair
(Sx΄, Sy΄). This coordinate system is used in an intermediate step between the image processing algorithm and the Stars ID algorithm,
being utilized to convert stars coordinates from the non-normalized electronic array coordinate system to the body fixed vectorial
cartesian frame (uvw frame) (Fig. 3b). In this way, according to Fialho (2003), the target object identified in the image has (Eq. 6):
• Its coordinates (in the sensor array frame) calculated as (xc,yc), centroid coordinates;
• From (xc,yc), the coordinates of the object identified in the normalized electronic array reference frame are calculated as
Ŝtgt = (Sx΄, Sy΄). These values depend on the height and width of the camera FOV (fov_h and fov_w, in degrees), and on the
height and width of the electronic array, in terms of its number of pixels, imgw and imgh;
(6a)

(6b)
Where =
= tg(fov_w/2) and
tg(fov_h/2).
• Here, Ŝ = (Sx΄, Sy΄) is used for the calculation of star directions in the sensor body frame, Ŝuvw = (Su, Sv, Sw), according to
Fialho (2003) (Eq. 7);
(7)

This way, one calculates Ŝuvw for the target, and also for two or more identified stars in the image, being ŜAuvw, the target
direction vector, and Ŝ1uvw, Ŝ2uvw the direction vectors of two stars in the sensor frame.
• With vectors ŜAuvw, Ŝ1uvw and Ŝ2uvw, the dot product is used to calculate the cosines of the angles α1 and α2 between these
vectors, which will be used by the navigation algorithm to determine the spacecraft ephemeris at the time of image capture,
as previously described.
•

APPLICATION OF THE OPTICAL NAVIGATION ALGORITHMS TO A SIMULATED
NAVIGATION IMAGE
Figure 4 is a simulated image generated by the Solar System Simulator (an online tool created by NASA/JPL – Jet Propulsion
Laboratory), with a resolution of 800 × 800 pixels, and FOV of 5°. It is possible to observe Jupiter and its moons: Io, Europe,
Ganymede and Callisto on the 5th of May 2015, at midnight (00:00 UTC). It represents how the sky would be viewed from Mars
at that epoch. The goal was to calculate the position vector of Mars using the image coordinates (image frame) of the targets
(the moons of Jupiter), and those of the stars identified in the image, using the methods described in the theoretical foundation.
→
The expected value for the position of Mars at the given date are given by vector R M, collected at the Horizons online tool (JPL/
NASA) in Geocentric Equatorial Inertial J2000 coordinates (Eq. 8).
J. Aerosp. Technol. Manag., São José dos Campos, v14, e0622, 2022
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(8)
View of JUPTER from MARS
2015 MAR 05 00.00.00 UTC
5.0° field of view
34 Leo

hIP 50473
hIP 51179

hIP 50950
Regulos (Leo)

Solar system simulator v4.0
Source: Solar System Simulator (JPL/NASA).

Figure 4. Simulated image of the sky viewed from Mars on the 5th of March 2015, at midnight (00:00 UTC).

On it: Jupiter and its moons (Io, Europe, Ganymede and Callisto) with some stars in the background.

The targets and the stars in Fig. 4 were manually identified. For the algorithm test, Jupiter (target A), Callisto (target B),
Europe (target C), 34 Leo (star 1), HIP 50950 (star 2), HIP 51179 (star 3), HIP 50473 (star 4) and Regulus (star 5). were selected.
The coordinates (xic, yic) of each target or star in the image were calculated using a centroid calculation algorithm based on the
weighted average of the position and brightness of each pixel in the group of pixels defining each image. The results (centroid
coordinates) are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Calculated centroids for selected targets and stars in Fig. 4 (image/pixel coordinates).
Celestial body

Centroid – x

Centroid – y

Jupiter (target A)

400.2626

225.2692

Callisto (target B)

416.1084

225.3392

Europe (target C)

405.2750

225.1375

34 Leo (star 1)

740.1053

53.7157

HIP 50950 (star 2)

109.3534

264.5524

HIP 51179 (star 3)

52.4960

112.3086

HIP 50473 (star 4)

452.4500

58.4500

Regulus (star 5)

771.3098

307.6479

Source: Elaborated by the authors.

The Ephemerides of the stars presented on Table 2 were obtained with use of the software Stellarium (https://stellarium-web.
org), which uses coordinates of star charts, like Gaia and Hipparcos, generally used for astronomy and engineering applications
(Chéreau 2022). The positions of the targets on Table 3 were obtained with use of the online software Horizons (JPL/NASA),
expressed as position vectors (km) in Geocentric Equatorial Inertial coordinates (at J2000 epoch).
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Table 2. Ephemerides of the stars in Fig. 4 in Geocentric Inertial Equatorial J2000 coordinates.
Star

Right Ascension (deg)

Declination (deg)

E1: 34 Leo

152.90941

13.355

E2: HIP50950

156.08121

10.5878

E3: HIP51179

156.8008

11.3172

E4: HIP 50473

154.5875417

12.6209167

E5: Regulus

152.0918750

11.9691111

Source: Stellarium.

Table 3. Position vectors of Jupiter, Europe and Callisto at the given epoch (Geocentric Inertial Equatorial J2000 coordinates).
Target

Position vector of targets (x 1.0e + 08 km)

Jupiter

(-4.648077296671209, 4.337401685489553, 2.005131609603691)

Callisto

(-4.650085405283010, 4.354350698215957, 2.013100091437857)

Europe

(-4.641788680907618, 4.339404408955041, 2.006205676474147)

Source: Horizons (NASA/JPL).

With use of Fig. 4, six tests were performed using the identified targets combined two by two, and two groups of three stars.
Table 4 presents the obtained results for the calculated position of Mars.
From Table 4, one can observe that the obtained values were close to the expected ones. Besides that, the mean of the relative
errors of the results is 0.5%. Thus, it is possible to say that the method is valid when applied to a simulated image.
Table 4. Calculated Mars’ position vectors based on the processing of Fig. 4 (Geocentric Inertial Equatorial J2000 coordinates).
Used Targets and stars

Mars position: calculated value
x (1.0e + 08) km

Relative
Error (%)

Jupiter and Callisto
Stars 1, 2 and 3

(3.333514619251969, 0.527041095546371, 0.199670428405283)

0.4432

Jupiter and Europe
Stars 1, 2 and 3

(3.350214393791778, 0.519054323055076, 0.195925387217853)

1.0037

Callisto and Europe
Stars 1, 2 and 3

(3.325104197665120, 0.531087090780018, 0.201552864005808)

0.1608

Jupiter and Callisto
Stars 1, 4 and 5

(3.308897820723659, 0.538189356155586, 0.205358347508346)

0.3767

Jupiter and Europe
Stars 1, 4 and 5

(3.326636742444929, 0.529703531442720, 0.201381939976530)

0.2197

Callisto and Europe
Stars 1, 4 and 5

(3.300018472140394, 0.542461647135351, 0.207345794573295)

0.6749

Source: Elaborated by the authors.

APPLICATION OF THE OPTICAL NAVIGATION ALGORITHMS TO REAL NAVIGATION IMAGES
Since the method was validated with respect to simulated images, some tests with real images were performed. The data set
used in this case was acquired during NASA’s New Horizons mission, taken by the instrument Long-Range Reconnaissance Imager
(LORRI). The quality of the images, the availability of the images in grayscale (the pixel range values are from 0 to 255, as the
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image varies from black to white), clear and accessible information of the image data were taken as parameters for using them.
The images have a FOV of 0.29° × 0.29° and resolution of 256 × 256 pixels (NASA/New Horizons).
The identification of the stars was made with help of the Astrometry software (http://nova.astrometry.net/), meanwhile the targets
identification was done manually. The Ephemerides of the stars were obtained from Tycho-2 catalogue (ESA) with help of the VizieR
system of the Centre de Données Astronomiques de Strasbourg (CDS), and are presented in Table 5. The position vectors of Pluto,
Charon and the expected position vector of the New Horizons spacecraft was obtained from HORIZONS software (NASA/JPL).
Table 5. Ephemerides of the stars obtained from the real images in Tycho-2 stars catalogue.
Star

Right Ascension (deg)

Declination (deg)

Tycho - 2 5687-267 - 1

270.7608308

–14.6439258

Tycho - 2 5687-239 - 1

270.7082353

–14.5897242

Tycho - 2 5687-457 - 1

270.6463931

–14.5123597

Source: VizierR system (CDS).

In this work five accomplished tests are presented using images taken in the interval from 25th to 27th of January 2015.
They are shown in Fig. 5 and their respective data are presented on Table 5. They were collected at the PDS Image Atlas (NASA
2019) (JPL). Since the images are presented in grayscale, no additional image processing technique was necessary, thus avoiding
new error sources. However, in Fig. 5, a luminous tail can be observed on the right side of Pluto. This fact occurs as a consequence
of Pluto’s brightness exceeding the saturation capacity of the LORRI detector. Although this factor may be considered a source of
error, the tests were successfully completed.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Caronte
Plutão

Plutão

Plutão

Caronte

Tycho - 2 5687-267 - 1

Caronte

Tycho - 2 5687-267 - 1

Tycho - 2 5687-239 - 1

Tycho - 2 5687-267 - 1

Tycho - 2 5687-239 - 1

Tycho - 2 5687-239 - 1

Tycho - 2 5687-457 - 1
Tycho - 2 5687-457 - 1

(d)

Tycho - 2 5687-457 - 1

(e)

Caronte

Plutão

Plutão
Caronte

Tycho - 2 5687-267 - 1

Tycho - 2 5687-267 - 1

Tycho - 2 5687-239 - 1

Tycho - 2 5687-239 - 1
Tycho - 2 5687-457 - 1
Tycho - 2 5687-457 - 1

Source: Horizons (NASA/JPL).

Figure 5. Images of the New Horizons mission (NASA). In the images, Pluto, Charon, and some stars are identified.

The images were used during the tests of the algorithms. Images correspondent of tests (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 4 and (e) 5.
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Table 6. Image data used in the tests with real navigation images.
Test

Date/Time

Position Vectors of Pluto

Position Vectors of Charon

1

27-012015/03:27:09.716

(1.119315273560493E+09,
-4.774861739829682E+09,
1.871692351026573E+08)

(1.119323742708876E+09,
-4.774863500619452E+09,
1.871516519838648E+08)

2

25-01-2015/
02:05:59.714

(1.118356116584848E+09,
-4.774886860897937E+09,
1.874460805575597E+08)

(1.118362890291209E+09,
-4.774872404538869E+09,
1.874574424424918E+08)

3

25-012015/02:06:07.714

(1.118356116584848E+09,
-4.774886860897937E+09,
1.874460805575597E+08)

(1.118362890291209E+09,
-4.774872404538869E+09,
1.874574424424918E+08)

4

25-01-2015/
02:06:11.714

(1.118356116584848E+09,
-4.774886860897937E+09,
1.874460805575597E+08)

(1.118362890291209E+09,
-4.774872404538869E+09,
1.874574424424918E+08)

5

27-012015/03:26:59.716

(1.119315273560493E+09,
-4.774861739829682E+09,
1.871692351026573E+08)

(1.119323742708876E+09,
-4.774863500619452E+09,
1.871516519838648E+08)

Source: Horizons (NASA/JPL).

Table 7 presents the results of the five first tests. The mean relative error for those tests amounts 2.06%, that is, the obtained
errors in this test are close to those obtained in the tests with simulated images. These results show that the method is also valid
for real images applications and, therefore, its usage can be thought of as an element of an autonomous navigation system in a
space mission.
Table 7. Results of five tests made with real images (km).
Test

Expected Position

Calculated Position

Relative Error (%)

1

1.11699876814532e9,
-4.57671878369057e9,
1.56492636695499e8

1.117231476502654e9,
-4.600607748149211e9,
2.32674011530855e8

1.6938

2

1.11601072405813e9,
-4.57432129703337e9,
1.56398067578384e8

1.116677014152776e9,
-4.635253168316166e9,
2.23905398038659e8

1.9304

3

1.11601076854809e9,
-4.57432140498984e9,
1.56398071836712e8

1.116532003160457e9,
-4.622913877751797e9,
2.27130672732973e8

1.8216

4

1.116010786822345e9, 4.574321449332963e9,
1.56398073585820e8

1.116882799066156e9,
-4.651711628192376e9
2.19614995795527e8

2.1212

5

1.116998712535388e9, 4.576718648755298e9,
1.56492631372931e8

1.117239797074957e9
-4.601218146072048e9
2.32515959418432e8

1.6945

Source: Elaborated by the authors.

CONCLUSION
A set of useful algorithms for optical navigation in the cruise phase of a space mission was described, aiming at its test in the
ASTER mission.
The modeling of a NAVCAM was performed and an optical navigation algorithm was created and successfully applied to a
simulated navigation image and to real navigation images. Obtained results confirm the validity of the method, with a relative
error of the order of 0.5% for the simulated image and 2% for the real images.
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Clearly, the method is highly dependent on the quality of the images used and on the precision of the information extracted
from the images (with regard to quality of the used image processing). For this reason, the first error source is related to the
selected images, since they present a luminous tail at the right of Pluto. Ideally, an image without those particularities would
be preferred, because the centroid calculation used does not apply any correction to this error. A solution for that would be to
build an image database using only high-quality real images. However, it is common to have images with flaws in space missions.
Thus, a more interesting solution consists of searching in the literature for algorithms that can deal with those flaws (of common
use in star trackers).
Another suggestion for future studies is that these algorithms should be implemented in a NAVCAM which, because of the
similarity between devices, would be built from an adaptation in a star tracker. That could be done through the insertion of an
additional operation mode in the adapted star tracker control software, the optical navigation mode. A critical point here is the
target ID software, since star trackers are built to identify stars only. A solution, however, could be to have embarked in this system
some additional software, like the SIRA (target ID software), described in section 3.1, capable of recognizing targets (planets,
moons, asteroids, comets) from the available measurements (images), and with use of dynamic modeling. Star trackers usually
have a big FOV (the star tracker cited in session 3.2, for example, has a 20° × 20° FOV), so ensuring that enough images with at
least two targets are provided for the navigation module is also a critical point.
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